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Editor’s comment

Editor’s comment...
Welcome to the nineteenth edition of timelines - the official 
magazine for the ActIn Time community!

Its January once again and that can only mean one thing – time to celebrate the 
launch of the latest version of the UK’s leading workforce management system, 
ActIn Time 2016!

The focus this year is on both the Personnel module and the brand new Asset Management module.  We’ve smartened up the Personnel 
menu and introduced references to ‘right-to-work’. Employee DBS checks can also be recorded and we’ve enhanced the employment 
history section and introduced a new training matrix feature.  The Asset Management module enables you to store information about 
‘things of value’ to the company.  Items such as PPE, mobile phones and IT equipment are just some of the things that can be recorded.  
Asset Management is not just restricted to personnel items, large tangible assets such as vehicles, fork-lift trucks and even air - 
conditional units can be logged and maintenance dates can be highlighted on to the To-do list.

We’ve outlined what we think are some of the best features of 2016 over the following pages.  Good luck and I hope you enjoy reading 
about what will be available following your system upgrade.

Can I take this opportunity to thank the user groups that helped to test this version – without 
their assistance and perseverance, the ‘live’ testing just wouldn’t have been possible!

I hope that you find this edition of timelines useful and once again may I take this 
opportunity to thank you for your continued support. If you have any further questions, 
please contact the customer care team on +44 (0)20 8882 4522.

Andre Scott
IT Systems Manager - ActIn Time

ActIn Time 2016: 
introducing Asset 
Management…

2 January 2016



What’s new

What’s new?...

Improved... Personnel module. P6-15

New... Asset Management module. P22-27

Improved... ESS and TWC. P30-43

1
2
3

A quick guide to some of the new & improved features in this version:

Employee Self Service
ESS

T h e  W e b  C l i e n t
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Modules
Remember that ActIn Time 2016      includes the following modules:

Interested in talking further about any of the modules?           Contact customer care on +44 (0)20 8882 4522

Cost Centre 
Analysis

Attendance

ADP (Attendance 
Display Panel)

Absence  
ManagementPersonnel

Fire Alarm
Roll Call / 
Assembly Point

ESS  
(Employee Self Service) 

TWC
(The Web Client)

Payroll Link
(optional)

Employee Self Service
ESS

T h e  W e b  C l i e n t
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Modules
Remember that ActIn Time 2016      includes the following modules:

Interested in talking further about any of the modules?           Contact customer care on +44 (0)20 8882 4522

To-do List & 
Dashboards

Asset 
Management

Job
Costing

Access
Control

Lone Worker 
(optional)

SmartBooking®

Reports, 
Exports and 
Customisation

SmartBooking
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Personnel

We’ve re-designed the personnel menu and made 
it easier to read! Some of the most important 
options used to be hidden from view. In ActIn Time 
2016 the menu is clearer and more accessible.

Improved ”menu” layout...
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Personnel

The ability to add documents to ActIn Time has 
been around for some time. However the latest 
version supports a scanning feature enabling you 
to scan and save documents straight into the 
application.

Scanning documents...
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Personnel

Images can come in all different sizes, and ActIn 
Time will now warn you if the image is too large. 
This feature will help to eliminate super high 
resolution images being stored against the 
personnel record.

Personnel image size warning...
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Personnel

Another new feature to be added into ActIn Time is 
the Asset Management module (See page 22). 

An employee may be given a number of company 
assets such as Personnel Protective Equipment 
and mobile phones. A history of all issued assets is 
now stored within ActIn Time providing an accurate 
summary of equipment provided. 

PPE, mobiles and IT equipment...
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Personnel

By law, an employer must ensure that the employee they are looking to 
hire is allowed to work in the UK. The new Right to Work module provides 
a way to log and monitor these checks and even remind you when these 
checks are due for renewal.

Right to work...
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Personnel

Some jobs in the UK require mandatory security checks to be performed before the employee 
can be recruited e.g. working in a school. ActIn Time now includes a section to store the DBS 
checks against an employee record.

Disclosure & Barring service...
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Personnel

ActIn Time 2016 incorporates an improved 
employment feature for recording information 
relating to the job or role that the employee 
performs within the company.

Employment...
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Personnel

A new feature that comes with the release of 
ActIn Time 2016 is the Training Matrix. This is an 
extensive feature designed to bring any training 
requirements to your attention for the employees 
job or role and whether the employee has achieved 
these qualifications or not.

Training Matrix...
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Personnel

In an effort to improve the efficiency of our 
biometric enrolment, we’ve added the option of 
viewing an employee’s biometric information 
which is taken when the employee enrols their 
fingerprint. 

This information includes the device used to enrol, 
the primary and secondary finger scores and the 
date of enrolment.

Biometric information...
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Personnel

As the system evolves, a number of customers have 
requested the ability to add multiple documents 
to a record. This feature has now been completed 
and ”multiple document” support is now available 
throughout ActIn Time 2016. 

Multiple documents...
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Absence Management

Ergonomic improvements are featured 
heavily in this version of ActIn Time. To make 
life easier, we’ve added a quick link from the 
Absence Management screen directly into 
the Planner, which is filtered to the exact 
employee you were looking at.

Quick link to the Planner...
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In previous versions, to create a new absence you 
would have had to right click through a context menu 
which could be a little time consuming if you had to 
create multiple absences. Now, you can simply double 
click on the day you want to book the absence for on 
the calendar and it will open up the absence booking 
screen for that specific date. Another small change 
designed to save time.

Double click to create absences...

Absence Management
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Attendance

Although a relatively minor feature, this quick link 
has a major impact on the day to day running of 
your ActIn Time system. Now you can just click the 
quick link to open up the planner and ActIn Time 
filters the results based on the employee currently 
selected making usage on the system MUCH 
quicker!

Quick link to the Planner...
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Attendance

Dealing with anomalies is something most operators encounter 
on a daily basis. There may be occasions when there are many 
anomalies to action and this process can be time consuming. At 
last we’ve improved this process! 

In ActIn Time 2016, if you now double click on an anomaly it will 
take you straight through to the very day which has the issue and 
will then automatically open the booking screen for you to action 
immediately.

Automatically load adjustments booking 
form when double clicking anomalies...
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Attendance

New in ActIn Time 2016 is the ability to expand the 
bookings section on the Attendance Adjustments 
screen so that all the bookings are visible without 
the need to load the Attendance Adjustments 
booking screen.

Bookings now expandable...
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Attendance

Another speed improvement! We’ve added a quicker way to process your Attendance Adjustments. You can now quickly tab through 
all the relevant information within the Attendance Adjustments booking screen so you can save time by not having to click in to each 
individual ‘cell’ as you have in the past.

Quickly tab through adjustments...
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Asset Management

Assets are items or pieces of 
equipment that a company provides 
to their employees and staff for use 
within the company. Examples of 
these range from mobile phones, 
Personnel Protective Equipment 
or even Forklift trucks for use in 
warehouses. Each of the assets can 
be assigned to either a person, or the 
company as a whole.

Assets...
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Asset Management

Asset Controller

Weatherproof Asset 
Controller Reader
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Asset Management

The ActIn Time 2016 Asset Management 
module includes a section for staff PPE.  
It is now possible to record the type of 
equipment issued to each employee 
along with key information such as date 
of issue, size, cost, supplier and expiration 
date.  Managers can see an overview of 
PPE issued using a new dashboard and if 
an employee should leave, a list of ‘assets’ 
to be returned is available through a new 
option within the Personnel module.

Personnel Protection Equipment (PPE)...
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New to ActIn Time 2016 is the ability to 
create asset records for machinery and 
equipment used within the company.  
Information recorded includes supplier 
details, servicing records and disposal 
information.  Important documents can 
also be scanned and stored against each 
asset record.  Upcoming service dates 
can be brought to the attention of the 
relevant manager through the ‘To-Do’ list 
or customised dashboard.

Monitoring company assets...

Asset Management
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Asset Management

Assets can be assigned owners (personnel). These 
types of assets include mobile phones, items of 
Personnel Protective Equipment or even a company 
car! All this can be logged down and monitored 
within ActIn Time and it will appear against the 
employees personnel record.

Ownership of assets...
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Assets will eventually become worn, may require a physical 
inspection or even have an expiry date. Service agreements 
may be associated with particular assets and images and 
documents may need to be logged. 

The Asset Management module has the ability to store all 
of the above and make this information available through a 
dashboard or the To-Do list.

Physical Inspection & service agreements...

Asset Management
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Fire Alarm Roll Call

To make it easier to test the ActIn Time Fire Alarm 
Monitor, we’ve added the option to trigger a test 
through the software. 

This will simulate a real fire roll call and will initiate 
the usual features such as printing reports, 
emailing roll calls and unlocking doors. 

This test will reassure users that the fire alarm is 
working properly!

Fire alarm test...
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Fire Alarm Roll Call

Configuring a fire alarm roll call can be 
complex due to the permissions enabled on 
the client’s IT network.

In ActIn Time 2016, we’ve added a new 
auditing feature that will give you a 
better understanding of exactly where a 
permissions based fault has occurred. 

Improved Auditing...
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ESS

The Employee Self 
Service has had many 
improvements this year 
with new features such 
as the ‘About Me’ section 
where employees can 
view their own details, 
right through to the 
introduction of the new 
flexitime function. Along 
with these additions 
comes improvements 
to the existing functions 
after listening to 
the feedback of our 
customers.

New Employee Self Service features...

30 January 2016



About me

This section is designed to give the employees the ability to check if their employee details are correct, 
show any achievements they have within the company, and any qualifications that they have (or are 
due to take!).

Attendance - new flexitime feature

After receiving feedback from our customers, we’ve added the capacity for the ESS to work with 
flexitime systems and display all this within the attendance section.

ESS
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ESS

The ‘About Me’ section is split 
in to 5 distinct categories each 
with their own section to expand 
in to. These range from Next of 
Kin, Training and Qualifications, 
Achievements, Essential 
Information and documents.

Next of Kin

This section contains all the contact details for the 
employee’s next of kin. For obvious reasons, having 
this section as accurate as possible ensures that if 
anything does happen to the employee while they 
are working, these details can be accessed quickly 
by HR staff using ActIn Time.

Training

Having a record of all 
your employee training 
and qualifications is 
extremely useful for 
employees to know. 
This section can even 
tell the employee that 
they are due to retake 
the training in an effort 
to allow your company 
to run as smoothly as 
possible.

It’s all about me...
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ESS

Achievements

There is nothing better for work force motivation 
than knowing when you’ve done something well 
and you are being recognised for your actions. The 
achievements section focuses on this and highlights any 
accomplishments any employee may have acquired while 
working at the company.

Essential Information

There are a number of essential pieces of information 
that an employee may need to know, and they can 
access this through the Essential Information tab of 
the About Me.

Documents

Employees can now check any selected documents 
that are attached against their employee record and 
view them via the ESS

33January 2016



ESS

The ”Who’s Having Time Off?” module has received many additions and improvements in this release version of ActIn Time. We’ve adjusted 
the colour scheme which is designed to make the interface easier to follow. There is also the addition of the absence reason used during the 
day which can then be highlighted to give an in depth view of the absence itself.

A detailed list

Hover over the absence for the employee and 
you will be able to see all the details about the 
absence in question.

Any chance of a day off?...
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ESS
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TWC

New to ActIn Time 2016 is the 
introduction of the Personnel menu 
with the TWC. This section contains 
all the details about the employee 
that a line manager or HR might 
need to know i.e. contact details 
or any essential information. This 
is all presented in an easy to view 
manner designed to ensure that 
any HR manager has instant access 
to the employee’s personnel details 
when they are needed.

New Personnel menu...
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TWC
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TWC

Managers responsible for authorising holidays have access to a 
new feature ”Who’s Having Time Off?”

The new feature lists the names of all staff members that have 
previously had holidays authorised on and around the specified 
date.

”Who’s Having Time Off?”...
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TWC

In previous versions of the TWC, if you wanted to add a missed booking 
against an attendance record, you would have to navigate the menu system 
to submit an attendance booking. Now, we’ve added the ability to adjust and 
add these times in directly from the attendance timesheet.

More quick links for ease of use...
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TWC

We’ve added a direct link to the ”Who’s Having Time Off?” feature from the main menu.

”Who’s Having Time Off?” added to menu...
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TWC

New absences can now be added quickly via the timesheet 
as opposed to navigating the menu system of the TWC to 
the absence section.

Quick links for adding absences via the 
timesheet...
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TWC

A recent addition to the TWC is the new Training section. This is designed to give the 
managers a greater oversight in to the Training and Qualifications achieved by their 
staff while letting them know if any training records are due to expire.

New Training and Qualifications module...
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TWC

Although a relatively minor change, 
we’ve added the ability to see which 
attendance bookings within ActIn 
Time have been placed in manually 
in an effort to replicate the same 
functions it currently does within the 
ActIn Time software.

Manual adjustments
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SmartBooking®

One of the major features of the release 
of ActIn Time 2016 is the addition of the 
SmartBooking® technology. This feature is 
set to revolutionise the terminal enquiry 
module by allowing a continuous feedback 
between the ActIn Time V11 terminals 
and the ActIn Time server that will enable 
very bespoke and unique functions to be 
processed during the day to day running of 
the system.

SmartBooking® technology...

Biometric 
Touchscreen 
Terminal

ActIn Time server 
with SQL database
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SmartBooking®

These are just a few examples of SmartBooking® in 
action, but they will show you the potential of this 
module for future functions.

•	 A customer has a security door that requires 
two managers to be present before the door will 
open. The SmartBooking® function will require 
the two managers to present their fingerprint to 
the readers within 15 seconds of each other, or 
the door will not open.

•	 A simple function, but when an employee uses 
their fingerprint for attendance bookings, it will 
either tell them if they have clocked in or out 
without the need to press a function key.

Examples of SmartBooking®...

Biometric 
Touchscreen 
Terminal

Out ?

In ?
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ActIn Time roadshows and training

Roadshow locations TBA

To reserve a place at a roadshow near you, please contact us on 
+44 (0)20 8882 4522 or info@wisegrove.co.uk

Workshops/Roadshows
The customer care team will be organising free workshops 
throughout the year. Customers can arrange to attend these product 
awareness sessions to learn more about the key aspects of their 
system. Additional launch roadshows will be announced to highlight 
the new features of the latest product release. The events are to be 
held at strategic sites across the U.K. and gives the customers the 
opportunity to see how the latest improvements within ActIn Time 
could help their business, whilst relaxing with a coffee and pastry!

Certification
All training courses carry authorised certification.

Certified
OPERATOR

www.actintime.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 8882 4522

This is to confirm that

has successfully completed the training course for

  
and is now a certified ActIn Time operator.

Wisegrove Ltd Support Department

Date

Certificate No.

W O R K F O R C E  M A N A G E M E N T  S O L U T I O N S

CertifiedOPERATOR

Certificateof Achievement

ActIn Time certificate 2016.indd   1

20/01/2016   16:51
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Asset Management
Improved Personnel Module

Staff photos

Training Matrix

Viewing documents through 
the ESS

Enhanced TWC

Just think of the benefits of ActIn Time 2016
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What’s the cost of upgrading to ActIn Time biometrics?

Why not arrange with customer care for an ActIn Time technician to visit 
your site to convert your system to 2016? 

Latest version:
2016

                  For more information about ActIn Time              SLA upgrade program, please contact us at 
 info@wisegrove.co.uk or call +44 (0)20 8882 4522

Convert your old version of ActIn Time software to version 2016: 

Upgrade costs 
dependent  
upon SLA

48

This package will include 
updating your server 
and terminal firmware, 
importing legacy data 
plus a system health 
check with full policy 
commissioning. 

The technician will also 
provide new feature 
awareness training and 
documentation.

January 2016



What’s the cost of upgrading to ActIn Time biometrics?

Any ActIn Time terminal manufactured since 1989 
can be part exchanged from only £695 +vat

                  For more information about ActIn Time              SLA upgrade program, please contact us at 
 info@wisegrove.co.uk or call +44 (0)20 8882 4522

Part exchange your legacy terminals to the latest biometric ESS technology: 

£695
+vat

Part exchange 
from

Biometric 
Touchscreen 
Terminal

49January 2016



Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Essential e.g. 2011+ = ActIn Time 
2011 or above.

MICROSOFT SQL DATABASE TYPE. SQL Server Management Studio Express 2005/2008/2012/2014. Full Microsoft SQL 
Server. 
N.B. SQL 2005 no longer supported from 2015 onwards, SQL 2000 no longer supported from 2014 onwards.  ActIn Time 2009 
backward tested up to SQL 2005

MICROSOFT SQL 2014, 
2012 & 2008

MICROSOFT SQL 2014, 
2012 & 2008

Microsoft SQL 2012 
(AIT2013+), SQL 2008 

(2010+), 2005,

Windows Platforms
Windows 10 , Windows 8, 

Windows 7, Vista
Windows 8, Windows 

7, Vista
Windows 8 (2013+), 

Windows 7 (2011+), XP 

Server Compatibility - Microsoft Server 2012 R2, 2008 R2, Small Business Server, other platforms P.O.A.

Microsoft Server 2014, 
MICROSOFT SERVER 

2012, 2008, Citrix 
compatible

MICROSOFT SERVER 
2012, 2008, Citrix 

compatible

Microsoft Server 2012 
(2013+), Microsoft Server 

2008, Microsoft Server 
2003

Virtual Server Licence - to enable software to be installed in a virtual environment 4 4 2012+

IIS (Internet Information Service) Web Server compatibility for use with the NEW PIP (now called ESS & TWC). 4 4

ESS & TWC (new web application suite for employee & manager self service) 4 4

.NET Framework Version 4.6 4.5.2 N/A

New 64bit compatibility N.B. Older versions supplied with 32bit version 64BIT 64BIT 2012+

Crystal Reports Engine V11.5 V11.5 2012+

PIP - faster new html platform. N.B. 2008 Backwards use old Crystal Reports
OBSOLETE - superseded 

with NEW ESS & TWC

OBSOLETE - 
superseded with NEW 

ESS & TWC
‘2009+

Installer now uses Installshield Professional 2014 4 4

New Assett Management Module 4

Introduced New Data Collection Agent 4

Performance increase to favour modern processors 4

General ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Faster calculation - up to 10 times faster 4 4 2011+

Amended user already logged on 4 4 2008+

Quick links for more info button 4 4 2012+

feature upgrade comparison table Feature table for the most loved/requested new 
features are briefly listed below, for a more 

detailed listing please visit www.actintime.co.uk
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Email Me Alerts - automatic confirmation alerts after management decisions i.e. confirmation of absence acceptance/declined 
etc. 4 4 2012+

User preferences - individual user setup for various options i.e. mix and match of users using PDF and Crystal, calendar options 
etc. 4 4 2013+

Fast advanced quick links from adjustment screen directly to period and daily schedules at day and period level requests 4 4 2013+

New improved rate banding on daily & period schedules 4 4 2013+

Added removed unauthorised absence option to daily schedule 4 4 2013+

Increased speed in areas of system health warnings 4 4 2013+

SQL backup warning to "To Do List" if system fails to run 4 4 2013+

Scripts slider to client users 4 4 2013+

More 'group by' and 'sort by' grids 4 4 2014+

More sort and filter options 4 4 2014+

Performance Increase - minimising the application does not refresh SQL queries unless Alerts. 4 4

Automatic "To Do List" refresh can be disabled to speed up the application 4 4

Exclusion of Quick Link icons per user 4 4

Dashboards - Graphical display of Real Time Information throughout the system 4 4

Dashboards - multiple dashboards to be shown at once 4 4

Terminal Policy - added "request security pin" 4 4

Historical Data Lockdown - prevents users amending attendance and absence data once payroll has been run 4 4

Recalculate Wizard - added new range for "Period schedule & Absence Entitlement Policy) 4 4

New application for fingerprint registration 4 4

SQL timeout connection increased 4

New Icons and  Quick Link  Images 4

Recolour of Grid Layouts + copy option on grids 4

(The last column is showing that the feature was installed only in 2011+ 
and above versions i.e. 2011+ = 2011, 2012, 2013 etc, if your version 
does not appear then the feature was not installed in your version).

feature upgrade comparison table
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Personnel (HR) ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Essentials screen - core data displayed on one screen 4 4 2008+

Collapsible "To Do List" 4 4 2008+

Biometric template movement 4 4 2008+

Combined administration & client screen 4 4 2008+

Integrated / functional calendar 4 4 2008+

Fingerprint desktop registration (USB) 4 4 2008+

Email agent for emailing absence or attendance info 4 4 2010+

Personal document storage in SQL database 4 4 2012+

Additional personnel features 4 4 2012+

Sort & filter employees on screen at a click of a button 4 4 2012+

Disable delete button for accidental deletion of HR records 4 4 2012+

Personnel & Planner 4 4 2012+

Terminal Policies 4 4 2012+

Printing ID badges 4 4 2012+

Form events - force rules on screen before being able to save record 4 4 2012+

Advanced filtering applied to all forms, reports & exports when activated at screen level 4 4 2013+

Select all and de-select all to menu options & reports 4 4 2013+

Quick links to absence management screen 4 4 2013+

Add Documents to a lot more fields in Personnel 4 4 2014+

Substantial increase of quick links for easier navigation 4 4 2014+

Drop down list automatic refresh 4 4 2014+

Ability to take a photo via camera 4 4 2014+

Quickly print ID cards directly via Personnel Screen 4 4 2014+

Dashboard - Live refresh of Key information i.e. Gender summary, Ethnic summary, Job Type summary 4 4

Dashboard - Bespoke option for dashboards to be written to display any information specific for your company requirements, 
this could include LIVE data reporting regarding timesheets or general statistics of content held within the software. 4 4

feature upgrade comparison table Feature table for the most loved/requested new 
features are briefly listed below, for a more 

detailed listing please visit www.actintime.co.uk
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Improved Menu Layout 4

Document Scanning Feature 4

Enhanced Employment History Records 4

Store multiple documents against Qualifications, Job Specification etc. 4

Assign multiple qualifications to multiple employees in bulk 4

Training / Skills Matrix 4

Right to Work Section 4

Several improvements linked to leaver date, when to exclude from payroll 4

Attendance record linked to start date in Job Specification, no longer displays unauthorised absence when adding an employee 4

Disclosure and Barring Service (CRB ) 4

Additional biometric update information 4

Absence Management ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Highlight multiple absences for 1 day on calendar 4 4 2008+

Advanced absence management 4 4 2012+

Advanced absence entitlement summary 4 4 2012+

View previous years entitlement 4 4 2012+

Year End Credits & Debits 4 4 2012+

Form events - force rules on screen before being able to save record 4 4 2012+

Absence management scripts - bespoke rules for absence entitlement 4 4 2012+

Entitlement calculation scripts by day formula 4 4 2012+

Advanced bookings into following years come off the entitlement for that year and not this years figures. 4 4 2012+

Increased speed of block booking when dealing with rest days 4 4 2013+

Calendar preferences by user 4 4 2013+

Advanced tactical absence booking scripts to highlight additional information when booking absences i.e. Absences previously 
declined and then staff go off sick on that day, absence patterns for certain days off, entitlement warnings etc. 4 4 2013+

'Return to Work Interview' option when booking an absence 4 4 2014+

Revamped Bradford Factor 4 4 2014+

Absence Event link to Excel spreadsheet for extra audit checking against key company dates 4 4 2014+

(The last column is showing that the feature was installed only in 2011+ 
and above versions i.e. 2011+ = 2011, 2012, 2013 etc, if your version 
does not appear then the feature was not installed in your version).

feature upgrade comparison table
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Absence cancellation requests now added to "To Do List" 4 4

Email authorisation sent to employee once absence has been finalised. 4 4

Absence bookings and amendments are now audited 4 4

Credits are now audited 4 4

Entitlement Forecasts can be added to the "To Do List" 4 4

Dashboard - Live refresh of Key information i.e. Bradford Factor charts, Multiple Absence Chart etc. 4 4

Dashboard - Bespoke option for dashboards to be written to display any information specific for your company requirements, 
this could include LIVE data reporting regarding timesheets or general statistics of content held within the software. 4 4

Additional Quick Link Icons 4

Double click to increase booking speed 4

Attendance ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Added 'hand punch' terminal compatibility 4 4 2008+

Improved adjustment screen interaction 4 4 2008+

Terminal enquiry agent 4 4 2008+

Overtime attendance authorisation alerts 4 4 2012+

Improved staff planner - easy shift rostering 4 4 2012+

ESS clocking terminals - email me, balances, in/out status, entitlement 4 4 2012+

Advanced roster staff planner 4 4 2012+

Advanced block booking on the planner, add/replace/delete schedules 4 4 2013+

New remuneration policy enhancement 4 4 2013+

New 'Original Bookings' section to see bookings prior to amendments 4 4 2014+

Core Time Infringements' now show on "To Do List" summary 4 4 2014+

People Missing from Daily Schedules' now show on "To Do List" Summary 4 4 2014+

Mark Daily/Period Schedules as Redundant 4 4 2014+

Ability to use 'Bubble Tracker GPS devices' for attendance and tracking 4 4 2014+

SQL Wildcard for Daily Schedules against Users security levels 4 4

SQL Wildcard for Period Schedules against Users security levels 4 4

feature upgrade comparison table Feature table for the most loved/requested new 
features are briefly listed below, for a more 

detailed listing please visit www.actintime.co.uk
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Security Information icon to show more audit trail of authorisation adjustments to data 4 4

Dashboard - Live refresh of Key information i.e. Active Shifts, Employees missing from daily shifts, Hours worked by grouping/
dept. 4 4

Dashboard - Bespoke option for dashboards to be written to display any information specific for your company requirements, this 
could include LIVE data reporting regarding timesheets or general statistics of content held within the software. 4 4

Additional Quick Link Icons 4

Default approve & finalise 4

Improved integration with the planner for shift swaps. 4

Intelligent Rate Visibility Control 4

Ergonomic Improvements in Booking Window 4

Payroll ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Integrated Link to sage payroll or Ernie payroll (optional charges apply) 4 4 2012+

Payroll reminder on "To Do List" 4 4 2012+

Advanced multi company feature with last run and who by 4 4 2013+

Advanced multi policy mapping 4 4 2013+

Bespoke payroll link scripting 4 4 2013+

Access Control ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Biometric access control 4 4 2008+

Access control zoning 4 4 2010+

Employee locator 4 4 2010+

Real time locator 4 4 2012+

Real time access control activity on the planner 4 4 2012+

Anti-pass back 4 4

Dashboard - Bespoke option for dashboards to be written to display any information specific for your company requirements, this 
could include LIVE data reporting regarding timesheets or general statistics of content held within the software. 4 4

Fire Alarm Roll Call / Mustering ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

"Roll Call button on ""To Do List"" screen" 4 4 2008+

Mustering 4 4 2010+

(The last column is showing that the feature was installed only in 2011+ 
and above versions i.e. 2011+ = 2011, 2012, 2013 etc, if your version 
does not appear then the feature was not installed in your version).
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Enhanced fire roll call agent 4 4 2008+

Fire roll call - automatically open doors 4 4 2010+

Fire roll call - printout to network printers on activation 4 4 2011+

Advanced ADP (attendance display panel) replaces/combines old real time locator and previous ADP 4 4 2012+

New ADP search employee and screen colouring 4 4 2012+

New advanced fire roll call monitor instant trigger 4 4 2013+

Email attendance roll call status list when triggered by fire alarm 4 4 2013+

Added email policies - emails users when Fire Roll Call is triggered 4 4 2013+

Context Menu to Grid with Quick Links to relevant forms 4 4

Fire Alarm Roll Call now only works with the Fire Alarm Monitor terminal 4

Fire Alarm Roll Call now utilises Push technology to link with the terminals 4

ESS & TWC (Employee Self Service & The Web Client) - NEW FEATURE ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

IIS (Internet Information Service) Web Server compatibility for use with the NEW ESS & TWC 4 4

ESS (NEW web application suite for Employee Self Service) 4 4

TWC (NEW web application suite for Supervisor Self Service) 4 4

Enhanced web portal 4 4

Advanced supervisor module 4 4

Email of supervisor "To Do List" 4 4

Book an absence from within the ESS & TWC and select restricted set of absences 4 4

Added '(Not Finalised)' to absences when appropriate 4 4

Attendance - Multiple selection on a new booking 4

Job Costing - Multiple selection on a new booking 4 4

Cost Centre Analysis - Multiple selection on a new booking 4

ESS & TWC - Attendance Module 4 4

ESS & TWC - Job Costing Module 4 4

ESS & TWC - Absence Module 4 4

ESS & TWC - Cost Centre Module 4 4

feature upgrade comparison table Feature table for the most loved/requested new 
features are briefly listed below, for a more 

detailed listing please visit www.actintime.co.uk
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

ESS - Check who is having Time Off before making an Absence request. 4 4

ESS - Cancel Absence requests 4 4

ESS - Absence Year Planner shown for other users by Name or Number 4 4

ESS - Show previous years Absence Entitlement 4 4

ESS - Selected employees can add misbookings with a reason for a manager to approve 4 4

ESS - View your Rota 4 4

ESS -  About Me 4

ESS - View Documents 4

ESS - Check Training Records 4

ESS - Check Achievements 4

TWC - Managers can see their "To Do List" 4 4

TWC - Managers "ADP" (Attendance Display Panel) to see who's IN/OUT 4 4

TWC - Managers can correct miss-bookings 4 4

TWC - Managers can correct unauthorised absences 4 4

TWC - Managers can add missed bookings 4 4

TWC - Viewing of absence statistics (year planner) for managers before approval 4 4

TWC - Managers authorise or decline absence requests 4 4

TWC - Managers can view employees entitlement 4 4

TWC - Managers view Rota's 4 4

TWC - Photo display of employee for faster recognition of user 4 4

TWC - Systems Health statistics 4 4

TWC - Check who is having Time Off before finalising 4 4

TWC - Check an employees Time sheet for basic & overtime hours 4 4

TWC - View and Add Job Costing timesheet information 4 4

TWC - View and Add Cost Centre timesheet information 4 4

TWC - View Amendments on clocking data 4

TWC - View Employee Training records 4

ESS and TWC - Updated DevExpress controls to increase performance 4

(The last column is showing that the feature was installed only in 2011+ 
and above versions i.e. 2011+ = 2011, 2012, 2013 etc, if your version 
does not appear then the feature was not installed in your version).
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Reporting ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Free report designer 4 4 2008+

Additional standard reports 4 4 2008+

Company logo on reports 4 4 2008+

Additional report features 4 4 2011+

Dozens of revamped reports 4 4 2012+

Report - de/select leavers or hrs/mins & decimal within report properties 4 4 2012+

Automated emailing of reports 4 4 2013+

Crystal Reports version 11.5 4 4

Exporting Reports & Data ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

New feature to enable users to export database data easily into a 3rd party program e.g. Excel, Word 4 4 2013+

New feature to enable users to export report data easily into a 3rdparty program 4 4 2013+

Option to bespoke "Word" exports now available i.e. letter formats 4 4

Job Costing / Cost Centre Analysis ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Enhanced job costing module 4 4 2012+

Actual hours and cost comparisons against targets 4 4 2012+

Link to time & attendance (optional cost) 4 4 2012+

Multiple users on same jobs 4 4 2012+

Upon completion qty option 4 4 2012+

Quick status check to see what someone is working on in the planner 4 4 2012+

Backward compatible with older clocking terminals 4 4 2012+

Remuneration policy added for individual cost centres 4 4 2013+

Cost Centre analysis - to enable staff to work in various cost Centres at different rates of pay 4 4 2013+

Cost Centre analysis - monitoring of hours worked at various places of work against attendance hours worked 4 4 2013+

Job Costing and cost centre combo lists for faster data entry 4 4 2013+

Dashboard - Bespoke option for dashboards to be written to display any information specific for your company requirements, this 
could include LIVE data reporting regarding timesheets or general statistics of content held within the software. 4 4

Additional Quick Link Icons 4

feature upgrade comparison table Feature table for the most loved/requested new 
features are briefly listed below, for a more 

detailed listing please visit www.actintime.co.uk
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Features ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Older Version 
Compatibility

Asset Management ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Company Asset Management; store information relating to company equipment including service dates etc. 4

Personnel Asset Management: provides information of equipment assigned to staff & qualification information required to utilise 
equipment 4

New Asset Management Terminal : Can be wired inline with company equipment, machinery will not start unless an employee 
provides a valid badge / finger & has relevant up to date qualifications to run the equipment. 4

Hardware ActIn Time 2016 ActIn Time 2015 Version Compatibility

Faster terminal speed 4 4 2008+

Flash upgrade firmware via software 4 4 2008+

Backward compatibility with older terminals 4 4 2010+

Combined handscan & fingerprint compatibility 4 4 2011+

Compatible with the new range of hardware 4 4 2011+

Gars Option for remote sites 4 4 2012+

ESS - employee self service - check entitlement balances, email me, hours worked. 4 4 2013+

Face recognition terminals 4 4 2013+

Attendance In & Out script to show status on terminal when clocking - On selected terminals and pcb's 4 4 2013+

New advanced roll call monitor for instant triggering 4 4 2013+

Combined biometric and proximity readers with pin option 4 4 2013+

Compatibility with Touch Screen (Themed) Terminals 4 4 2014+

Bespoke Terminal theme (Only on V11 terminals and above) 4 4 2014+

Enhanced ESS (Only on V11 terminals and above) 4 4 2014+

Can now request Holiday cancellations (Only on V11 terminals and above) 4 4 2014+

Touch Screen Image can now have a keyboard image embedded 4 4

Terminal Enquiry Agent can now have 30 lines of characters 4 4

Communication method on Terminal Enquiry Agenda enhanced 4 4

Communication method on Fire Alarm Controllers enhanced 4 4

Increased Biometric security checking for software & hardware 4 4

Ability to trigger Fire Alarm test from software 4

Smart Booking Technology - v11 terminals can now display In/Out when an employee clocks 4

V9 terminals are no longer compatible 4

(The last column is showing that the feature was installed only in 2011+ 
and above versions i.e. 2011+ = 2011, 2012, 2013 etc, if your version 
does not appear then the feature was not installed in your version).
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Copyright ActIn Time (2016)
Wisegrove acknowledges any logos and/or trademarks used within this document.
The contents of this brochure may be subject to change without notice at any time.

next edition of 
ActIn Timelines:

Coming Soon!       

The ActIn Time community site is available at
www.actintime.co.uk

 Follow us on Twitter @Wisegrove

Contact
general enquiries: +44 (0)20 8882 4522
email: info@wisegrove.co.uk

ActIn Time Lite & ActIn Time Lite Junior
Not all features shown in this brochure 
are available for these versions 
because they have been restricted 
and are tailored to suit company 
requirements as they grow.


